
Together with the lokal woodindustry and the students of our Total 
Art School we are planning a Total Art:  

“Awareness pathway through nature”

The awareness pathway is an adventure walk for young and old 
people, with a lot playfull elements to provoke a direct contact with 
nature through body-awareness.

In our society the basic needs of our body to be active, to move, run,
jump and balans is very much repressed. Children have to sit quiet in



the schoolbanks and don’t get there information through 
bodyfeedback. After school they play games on the computer, watch 
television or live somewhere in the cyberworld. On top of that the 
body constantly is attacked by all kinds of radiations from 
mobilephones and satellites instatt of the harmonic vibrations of 
nature.  

The goal of this adventure project is to lead the masses of people, 
specialy children back to the basic needs of there body and a healty 
contact with nature. This sounds like magic, but still can be don 
easily with a lot of creatifity an fun.  

The awareness pathway through nature is a process from about 3 till 
5 Km. long with certain elements, who invite the participants to be 
totaly awake in their body. No daydreaming, no thinking acts, no 
discussions, no leftbrain activities, just beying totaly in the moment in
full awareness and in full body-contact. This certain state of natural 
consciousness makes the bridge to have direct contact with the heart
of nature. It is a consciousness and lifeenergie process, created by 
the conditions of the pathway. 

I made desighs for about 40 different elements for this pathway and 
I feel that the moment is ripe to build and realise this project, so that
thousands of peaple can experience this direct contact with nature 
within themself.  I like to build this pathway in France in the heart of 
Europe close to Swiss. 

To give you a first impression I made a small discription of the first 
20 elements with some drawings. If your like this project and if it fits 
in your sponsorship- or investment programm than please let us 
meet somewhere in Europe to talk about how we can work together.
It would be my pleasure. 

             
Discription of the first 20 elements.    

     



1- The entrance gate
The entrance gate will be made of woodpoles and is designed in the 
form of inviting wings. The gate is a symbol that one enter into 
another world with other qualities. 



2- Woodwalk
The whole bioenergetic pathway is placed in nature with a lot of 
natural elements like rocks, pendulum-paths, roots, trees and plants. 
Living nature offers the opportunity to feel deeply connected with the
whole of creation, becauce one has evolved from it and is part of it. 
This nature is our nourisment. In nature, the very Source-of-Life's 
vibrating beauty is expressed in its endless shapes and forms. Also a 
lot of organic-like artworks will be part of this pathway. The artworks 
are in harmony with nature, as if they could have grown in nature. 
The artworks come as a surprice and keep the atttention of the 
participants awake. 



  

3- Keltic Labyrinth
An old Nordeuropean tradition is the "awareness walk" through a 
special kind of labyrinth during the first days of spring. These 
labyrinths, also called "Trojaburchten" symbolise the circular 
movements of nature, but in a bigger circle: the journey from the 
soul into the world and back to the eternal source. This tradition was 
so deeply rooted that Chistianity had to integrated it in there system. 
In the Cathedral of Chatre e.g. your will find such a labyrinth and in 
the crossway-path of Jesus, a ceremony of the Roman Catholic 
church, the same tradition is repeated.
In our pathway the original Keltic Labyrinth is filled with gravel. The 
gravel does not give a solid bottom and move with every step into an
unexpected direction. Through this fact the participants have to bring
there awareness totaly into there feets and besides that, al the 
muscles of the feet are warmed up for more difficult part of this 
pathway. 



4- Honour the mother
In the centre of the Keltic labyrinth a stair goes downwards into a 
underground labyrinth. The participants have to find there way 



though these caves to the exit . On the path there are hindrances, 
ceramic objects in the form of a premother, who can be moved 
upwards with both hands. The objects slowly move downwards 
again, so that the next person has to do the same ritual also. This 
part works on three levels: the body, the spirit and the 
consciousness. By moving the objects upwards or sidewards some 
muscles of the shoulders, inwhich normaly a lot of emotional tensions
are stored, get activated. This is actualy an exercise of "Bioenergetic 
Therapy". On the spirit level the pre-mother of al living beyings is 
honours through the movement of the hands, who are rising the pre-
mother-form upwards like a holy gral. On the consciousness level the
awareness will be there in a recipient way, awake but not with an 
active mind, because the surrounding and the situation is uncommon,
but not specialy threatfull. In this way body-tentions and stored 
emotions can be transformed into life-energie again. 



5- Woodwalk
As point 2. 



6- Springstones
In a field in the wood special springstones will be made. The 
participants have to jump from one stone to the other. This is a 
playfull exercise to activate the muscles of the feet, ankles, knees 
and upper-legs. The stones are like little artworks in a bedding of 
redcoloured gravel to make it uncommon for the consciousness. The 
jumping exercise can be don in a groupplay, so that al the persons 
get stimulated to move. 





7- Willow Tunnel
From the active springstone-play the participants enter into a willow 
tunnel in a special pattern. The bio-energy, which is activated by the 
stonejumping will be transformed into "attention" in this part of the 
pathway. The surrounding is again unusual and in every corner of the
tunnel there are big madalas who help to rise energy to the sixth 
chakra by focussing. The mandalas are made by natural materiels 
like little stones, branches, pieces of wood e.g.  



8- Woodstairs
With woodstems and poles it is easy to make large and decorative 
stairs into the wood. By walking on the stairs the emotional tensions 
into the knees (traumas arround responsability) will be released. 
Walking on irregular stairs  does not only wake up a lot of bio-
energy, but also keeps the awareness in the here and now. 



9- Jumptables
On a slope of the wood 42 jumptables will be arranged. From above 
the tables look like one artwork in autumn-colours. The jumptables 
are made out of old car-ties connected with steel bolts with on top a 



waterproof woodplate. 
The participants can jump from one table to the other. It is an 
exercise for the knees and upper legs, but allso a strong balancing 
exercise for the whole body. The tables are in different heights and 
move foward and backward as soon as the participants jump on 
them. It is a very active part which demands a lot of bodyawareness.

10- Snailhouse doorway
Again after an active part an receiving and atttention part is following
to transform the energy into awareness. The participants have to 
walk carefuly through the inside rooms of big snailhouses with 
strangs curving walls. The walls are slowly changing there colours as 
soon as the participants pass by. 



11- Woodwalk with climbing-objects.
The small road in the wood enters infront of different climb-objects. 
With courage and body-awareness the participants have to climb 
over these wooden objects. 



12- Roots pathway.
Here the pathway is blokked by big roots. The roots will be made out
of polished polyester so that the participants can move and roll easy 
with there bellys over the branches without hurting themself. In this 
exercise not only the flexibility of the lower back is challenged, but 
also our resistance against body contact with other people. In some 
parts of this track it could be difficult to pass without the help of the 
others members of the group. 



13- Bridge-wave-walk
Bridge-wave-walk is a hanging bridge with chains and woodplanks. 
The bridge moves and swings up and down. With the right balance, 
strenght and body-awareness the participants can run throught the 
valley to the tops of the bridge. After 3 till 5 runs over the bridge the 
bio-energy should be moving again.



14- Treewalk
Again after an active part an receiving and atttention part is following
to transform the energy into awareness. This time with a pathway 
through the middle and tops of the trees. With special stairs and 
stembridges between the trees the participants can move above the 
earth and see the world from another unusual position. The fear of 
heights will keep the awareness very much in the actual moment. 
The reward of being that courage is giving by the ceramic object 
around the trees, which beauty is only available for person in a 
higher position as the objects. Al around the tree-bridges and 
branches are decorated with lamp-chains in original shapes. 



   

15- Roofwalk
Roofwalk is the imaginary city conquered back by the forest. Only the
roofs are still visible. In a cash-and-run play the participants can run 
and jump from a rooftop to the other. The strange forms and colours
give the impression of another foreigh culture, which again triggers 
the awareness to stay open and alert.



  

16- Swimming oil
About 12 flat objects, in the form of a oilspot, are slowly turning in a 
small lake. The participant have to jump from one object to another, 
as soon as they are close enough together,  to reach to the other 
side.  The Bio-energy from the rooftop play will get centered in the 
belly (hara) of the participants by the slow-motion movement of the 
objects. 



17- Butterfly house
The energy will be more refined by walking through the butterfly 
house. The house is totaly white and in round soft shapes. In the 
corners huge butterfly's are standing with transparant wings in 
beautifull colourcombinations. Behind the butterfly's some 
colourlamps are moving and change slowly the colours-combinations 
on the wings. Some special synthesizer musik makes the experience 
of being "total aware" complete.



18- Woodwalk 
As point 2



19- Mountain walk
If it fits in the landskape a mountain-walk should not be missed. Art-
objects connected with the mountain could be used as 
climingsupports. Also platforms made against the mountainwall and 
connected with ladders can be very excited as the last active part of 
this bioenergetic pathway.



20- Relaxation eggs
Finally the participants have to rest and feel there state of high 
energy. The best way to stay for a while in this meditative state is to 
be alone in a protected place . For this purpose big eggs will be there
in the trees, where the participants can sit and meditate for some 
time.   

21 ….. till……40   ect. 

Thanks for your attention: Coen Reith


